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Abstract—The push to meet growing user requirements and manu-
facturing challenges at lower technology nodes have motivated chip
designers to adopt non-traditional design techniques. 2.5D/3DIC stack-
ing has gained popularity in recent years since it enables chip man-
ufacturers to integrate complex IPs to meet user demands without
incurring design penalties. However, the non-traditional nature of the
supply chain also means that additional challenges exist for verification
and testing of the manufactured design, making the trust assurance of
these designs an extremely challenging proposition. While there have
been works focussing on securing 3DIC designs, very few address a
completely untrusted supply chain. A robust security countermeasure
must address the diverse trust requirements of the IPs in the design
and the distributed supply chain requirements while ensuring that the
functionality and performance overheads of the IC are not violated.
We present TREEHOUSE , a trust assurance solution to counter piracy,
reverse-engineering, and counterfeiting attacks. TREEHOUSE uses scan
authentication to detect piracy and counterfeiting, scan-and functional-
locking to prevent reverse-engineering. We evaluate the efficiency of
our proposed scheme on an example 3DIC design. We show that
TREEHOUSE incurs less than 1% area and power overheads while
incurring less than 1% increase in overall gate count for each layer.

Index Terms—3DIC, IP Authentication, IP Piracy, Reverse-engineering,
Logic Locking.

1 INTRODUCTION

THE need to integrate complex functionality while satis-
fying the area, power, and delay constraints at lower

technology nodes have motivated chip designers to look
beyond conventional system design and integration tech-
niques. One promising strategy is the 3DIC architecture,
which involves stacking different functional components
vertically. Unlike traditional SoC architectures, 3DIC de-
signs consist of several IPs spread across different lay-
ers and communicate via specially designed interconnects.
Figure 1(a) shows a typical 3DIC design implementation.
3DICs offer many benefits to chip manufacturers, including
reduced area consumption and the ability to design different
functional components with different process technologies.

3DICs are similar to traditional System-on-Chip (SoC)
architectures from a functional standpoint. Both SoCs and
3DICs comprise multiple IPs integrated to achieve a com-
mon objective. Current 3DIC designs contain several dies
fabricated individually and then combined at the assembly
stage, as shown in Figure 2. The unconventional approach
adopted for 3DICs poses an interesting challenge from a
trust assurance perspective. The globally distributed IC
supply chain introduces various trust issues such as piracy,
counterfeiting, reverse engineering (RE), and tampering.
While approaches like watermarking, Physically Unclonable
Functions (PUFs), and Logic Locking mitigate these issues
at an IP level, the problem of trust assurance in a 3DIC is
rather complex.
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Over the years, various researchers have proposed at-
tacks and countermeasures for securing a 3DIC design.
The attacks on 3DICs have focused predominantly on side-
channels [1], [2] and Trojans [3], [4]. The countermeasures
focus on split manufacturing [5], Root-of-trust modules [6],
[7], logic-locking [8], PUFs [9]and parameter analysis tech-
niques such as delay analysis [10] and power analysis [11]
for improving the Trojan and side-channel resistance of the
design respectively. The problem of trust assurance in 3DICs
thus remains an active, and interesting area of research.

The complexity in 3DIC trust assurance arises due to the
following factors, the diverse trust requirements imply that
each IP in the design could have a different security coun-
termeasure integrated by the design house or the IP vendor.
For example, the architecture shown in Figure 1(a) consists
of a crypto core that is Logic Locked using sequential lock-
ing to prevent RE attacks, an FIR IP with a PUF module for
authentication, and a GPS accelerator that is Logic Locked
to prevent RE attacks and also contains a watermark for
authentication. Thus, from the 3DIC designer’s perspective,
the challenge of securing the 3DIC design is to ensure the
various security operations on these IPs can be performed
seamlessly, irrespective of the underlying trust assurance
protocol. We address this pertinent and crucial issue in this
work.

Another factor that needs to be considered for trust
assurance in 3DICs also arises in part due to the difference in
the supply chain. Figure 2 shows the various steps involved
in the manufacture of a 3DIC design. Unlike a traditional
SoC flow which considers a single foundry and a testing
facility for the entire SoC, a 3DIC design requires multiple
foundries for manufacturing each layer, and multiple testing
facilities involved at layer-level (pre-bond), die-level (post-
bond), and post-packaging (final IC) [12]. Thus, any trust
assurance framework for securing 3DIC designs against
supply chain attacks must consider these differences in
the supply chain. The inclusion of multiple foundries, and
testing facilities makes it harder to directly adapt traditional
SoC solutions.

In this work, we refer to the security countermeasures
such as PUFs, watermarks, etc., as Hardware Security coun-
termeasures (HSCs). These HSCs typically have associated
metadata such as Challenge-Response vectors (PUFs) and
Unlocking Keys (Logic Locking). We refer to this metadata
as Hardware Security Metadata (HSMs). Any protocol for
securing 3DICs should achieve the following objectives: 1)
that the overall functionality and testability of the IC are
not affected; for example, the test facility should be able to
test the 3DIC design seamlessly, 2) ensure that the design
house can safely transfer the HSM data to the design, and
3) provide a safe and secure interface for transferring HSM
data to the HSC. We refer to steps (2) and (3) as provisioning.
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Fig. 1: (a) The architecture of a typical 3DIC design containing a locked AES IP, an FIR IP with a PUF, a Logic Locked GPS
IP with a watermark, and processor core. The various layers contain a IEEE 1838 Test Wrapper which contains a Primary
Test Access Port and a IEEE1149 wrapper for layer-level testing and a secondary test access port for ensuring layer-to-layer
communication. (b) shows the TREEHOUSE protocol with the TREE Module, TREE MODE FSM, Scan protect, and security
wrapper modules.

During the course of the testing phases, provisioning can
occur several times and is thus vital to ensure the overall
safety of the 3DIC design.

To address the above issue, we propose TREEHOUSE,
a flexible trust assurance solution for 3DIC designs.
TREEHOUSE consists of three components: a TRust Enforcing
Entity (TREE) module, an augmented bus wrapper to sup-
port the security operations, and a Scan protection module.
The TREE module enables the designer to implement flexi-
ble security policies based on the trust requirements of the
individual IPs and the entire 3DIC. To ensure that the TREE
Module is not tampered with during the integration process,
the TREE Module contains a in-built fingerprint such as PUF
that can be verified by the design house during the provi-
sioning process. The security wrapper ensures that the TREE
module can communicate with the various IPs to efficiently
implement the security protocols, test, and functional mode
operations. The purpose of the Scan protection module is to
ensure the design’s security during layer-level and IC-level
test phases. Figure 1(b) shows the TREEHOUSE framework
integrated into the baseline design shown in Figure 1c.
In this work, we illustrate that these three modules help
the 3DIC designer implement a trust assurance mechanism
to prevent various supply chain attacks without incurring
significant overheads. We sum up the contributions of our
work below:

1) We propose TREEHOUSE, a flexible trust assurance ar-
chitecture for 3DICs that requires minimal trust as-
sumptions on the supply chain.

2) We illustrate the role of TREEHOUSE in securely provi-
sioning and testing the various IPs in the design. We
show that TREEHOUSE is agnostic to the underlying
HSC by showing the interaction with various HSC
architectures.

3) We show that the proposed secure provisioning archi-
tecture and protocol can mitigate reverse-engineering,
counterfeiting, and piracy threats due to an untrusted
foundry, untrusted testing facility, or both.

4) We demonstrate an example implementation of
TREEHOUSE using a RISCV-based TREE controller
integrated onto a 3DIC design and show that
TREEHOUSE incurs less than 1% area and power over-

heads while incurring less than 1% increase in overall
gate count for each layer.

5) We evaluate the security of the TREEHOUSE protocol
both empirically and mathematically to demonstrate
the complexity of breaking the security protocols em-
ployed by TREEHOUSE.

We organize the rest of the paper as follows: We describe
the 3DIC manufacturing process, the security threats, and
the existing countermeasures in Section 2 along with a
short discussion on the IEEE1838 architecture, a critical
component of the TREEHOUSE framework. We discuss our
proposed threat model and the resulting potential supply-
chain attacks in Section 3. We describe the TREEHOUSE ar-
chitecture in Section 4 and the TREEHOUSE protocol in Sec-
tion 5. We detail the experimental setup used for evaluating
the robustness of TREEHOUSE in Section 6 and present
the results regarding overheads in Section 7 respectively
and the security guarantees in Section 8. We discuss the
interoperability and scalability of TREEHOUSE in Section 9.
We offer concluding remarks and identify potential future
directions in Section 10.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this Section, we discuss the current state-of-the-art in
3DIC security and provide a brief background on the
IEEE1838 and IEEE1500 Test Wrapper standards used in
our design. The diminishing area and power benefits of
the traditional 2D stacking has led researchers to explore
different stacking technologies. 2.5D/3D architectures offer
better area and performance benefits compared to naive
2D stacking. 2.5DIC architectures use a common integration
platform (intersposer) that allows multiple 2D architectures
to be integrated next to each other. 3DIC architectures
either consist of stacked architectures that use layers or
planes fabricated in different foundries integrated together
and communicating via specially designed interconnects
known as Through-Silicon-Vias (TSVs) or monolithic 3DICs
integrated using inter-layer vias. In this work, we focus
on the 3DIC architectures using TSVs and the correspond-
ing supply-chain. Figure 2 highlights the various entities
involved in the 3DIC manufacturing process, the attacker
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TABLE 1: Related Works on Security Countermeasures in 3DIC research.

Work
Supply
Chain
Threat

Nature
of

Countermeasure
Threat
Model

3DIC
Architecture

Attacker
Access

Imeson et al.
[5] Trojans Isolation between

Trusted and Untrusted Layers
Untrusted
Foundry 3D GDSII

Valamehr et al.
[6]

Trojans,
Counterfeiting

Split Manufacturing;
Runtime Monitoring

Untrusted
Foundry 3D GDSII

Nabeel et al.
[7]

IP piracy, Trojans,
Reverse-Engineering

Secure Intersposer
Root-of-Trust Module

Untrusted Testing
Facility &

Untrusted Foundry
2.5D

GDSII and
manufactured

IC
Dofe et al.

[8] Reverse-Engineering Split Manufacturing;
Runtime Monitoring

Untrusted
Foundry 3D GDSII

Wang et al.
[9] IP Piracy Physically Unclonable

Functions
Untrusted
Foundry 3D GDSII

Alhelaly et al.
[10] Trojans Delay Analysis Untrusted

Foundry 3D GDSII

Dofe et al.
[11] Side-channel Attacks Secure Power Delivery Network Field 3D Power Delivery

Network
Bilzor et al.

[13] Trojans Using EM-signature for
detecting malicious Logic Untrusted Foundry 3D GDSII

Xie et al.
[14] IP Piracy Secure Intersposer Untrusted Foundry 2.5D GDSII

Knetchel et al.
[15] Side-channel attacks Floorplanning for

reducing information leakage Field 3D Manufactured IC

Huffmire et al.
[16]

Trojans,
Side-channel attacks

Control Layer for
reducing information leakage Untrusted Foundry 3D GDSII

Salman et al.
[17] Trojans Shielding plane

between layers Untrusted Foundry 3D GDSII

Yan et al.
[18] Trojans Fine-grained locking

for reducing information leakage Untrusted Foundry 3D GDSII

Ours Reverse-Engineering,
IP Piracy

Plug-and-play
Trust Enforcing Layer,

Scan protection
Module

Untrusted Testing
Facility &

Untrusted Foundry
3D

GDSII and
manufactured

IC

Fig. 2: The IPs in the design are sourced from multiple IP vendors and are fabricated in different layers using separate
foundries. The layers are then undergo several testing phases before and after integration before being sent to the field.
The attacker’s capabilities and the corresponding threats to the IPs at each stage are also highlighted.

capabilities at each stage, and the possible attacks. Over the
years, various research works have focused on attacks and
countermeasures. A detailed survey of the various works
can be found in [19], [20]. We detail some of the prominent
attacks and countermeasures in this Section.

2.1 Attacks on 3DIC Designs
The distributed supply chain poses a myriad of security
challenges to system designers. The attacks have primar-

ily focussed on inserting Trojans and exploiting the side-
channel leakages. We detail the recent results focussing on
attacks below:

2.1.1 Trojan Attacks on 3DICs
The authors in [21] provide a comprehesive survey of differ-
ent hardware Trojan structures for 3DICs such as thermal-
triggered [4], cross-layer [22] along with various threat mod-
els. [4] studies the impact of Trojan circuits triggered due
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to high-temperature effects. The authors use the state tran-
sitions triggered under high-temperature effects to activate
the Trojans. Since the trigger conditions are not met during
normal temperature operations, the Trojan is undetected. [3]
studies the effects of Trojans due to process variations. [22]
propose a cross-layer Trojan architecture where the Trojan in
one layer can be activated by the Triggers present in other
layers.

2.1.2 Side-channel Attacks on 3DICs
The authors in [1] study the effect of thermal leakages on
the side-channel activity of the design. The authors profile
the temperature of the design to leak information. The work
in [2] exploits power distribution network for power side-
channel attacks. The authors utilize the 3D-power distribu-
tion network to infer the switching activity of the logic in
the neighboring layers.

2.2 3DIC Security Countermeasures
We now discuss the various countermeasures aimed at
securing the 3DIC supply chain.

2.2.1 Side-channel Countermeasures
The authors in [11] propose a randomization-based side-
channel countermeasure for thwarting power side-channel
leakages. The proposed technique leverages the Power Dis-
tribution Network in the neighboring layers to introduce
additional noise, making it harder for the attacker to carry
out power side-channel attacks. On the other hand, the
authors in [1], [15] propose an EDA-based technique that
attempts to partition the design to reduce the side-channel
leakages.

2.2.2 Reverse-Engineering Countermeasures
These techniques prevent the attacker from gaining com-
plete knowledge of the entire design. The most popular
technique is split manufacturing [5], [6], [13]. Split manu-
facturing distributes the various design components across
multiple foundries. The advantage is that the attacker does
not gain complete knowledge of the design and cannot
compromise the design. Split manufacturing is employed at
the coarse-grained level wherein different layers are man-
ufactured at separate foundries [6], or a fine-grained level
wherein individual IPs are partitioned and manufactured
separately. Split manufacturing techniques prevent reverse-
engineering attacks since the attacker does not know the
design. However, they are susceptible to counterfeiting
attacks. Other Reverse-Engineering Countermeasures have
been explored at different abstractions. The authors in [8]
propose a transistor-level Logic Locking technique. The
proposed approach locks the design by inserting locking
transistors and camouflaged contacts to prevent the attacker
from understanding the design. The authors in [23] present a
combined split-manufacturing and camouflaging technique
to counter reverse engineering attacks. The authors in [7],
[14] propose a countermeasure using the intersposer layer
for securing the design architecture.

2.2.3 Trojan Countermeasures
Trojan Countermeasure techniques rely on monitoring the
inter-and intra-layer communication to detect and prevent
malicious activity. Techniques such as [16] rely on ad-
ditional control layers to avoid side-channel and Trojan
attacks. The authors in [6] propose adding a plane for
securing inter-layer communication. Compartmentalization
techniques have also been explored at the design level. The

Fig. 3: An example implementation of the IEEE 1500 Core
Test Access protocol.

designer could integrate a shielding plane that prevents
information leakage across layers [17] or by inserting fine-
grained locking techniques that prevent the attacker from
gaining unauthorized access to the various layers of the
design [18].

Table 1 summarizes the various 3DIC security counter-
measures and their capabilities.

2.3 3DIC Test Access Standard
Our proposed TREEHOUSE solution assumes that the 3DIC
design contains the IEEE 1838 Core Test Access protocol
for facilitating the testing process. Figure 1(a) shows the
various components of the IEEE 1838 Test Access protocol.
Due to the distributed nature of the supply chain, the
3DICs undergo multiple testing processes. The first phase,
also known as Known-Good-Die Testing [24], occurs at the
foundries where individual layers are manufactured, and
the second phase occurs after the layers are integrated. The
final test phase is done after packaging and assembly. The
IEEE 1838 test wrapper is designed to facilitate multiple test
operations.

The IEEE 1838 wrapper [25], [26] consists of a baseline
IEEE1149 test wrapper coupled with an IEEE 1500 wrapper
for testing the IPs. To facilitate intra-layer and inter-layer
communication, the IEEE1838 wrapper consists of two test
access ports: A Primary Test Access Port (PTAP) and a
Secondary Test Access Port (STAP). The PTAP contains the
signals used to test the IPs on the corresponding layer. The
PTAP logic consists of five signals TCK, TMS, TDI, TDO,
and TSRSTN, that are analogous to the IEEE1149 coun-
terparts. The STAP logic is used to communicate the test
signals to the PTAP modules of the neighboring layers. The
signals in the STAP module correspond to the signals of the
PTAP logic. Additionally, there could be a Flexible Parallel
Port (FPP) logic to facilitate user data transfer between the
layers.

Our proposed TREEHOUSE implementation assumes the
presence of the IEEE1838 test wrapper for layer-level testing
and the IEEE1500 test wrapper for IP-level testing. Our
TREEHOUSE implementation modifies the IEEE1500 wrap-
per. We give a short background on the IEEE1500 to clarify
our system design. The IEEE 1500 [27] test architecture
was proposed to standardize test and debug interfaces of
hardware IP cores with various functionality, interfaces,
and control mechanisms. It contains two components a
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Core Test Language (CTL) [28] and a test wrapper archi-
tecture [29]. Figure 3 shows the example of a core con-
taining the IEEE1500 logic. The wrapper structure contains
a Wrapper Serial Port (WSP) and an optional Wrapper
Parallel Port. Control registers such as Wrapper Instruc-
tion Register (WIR), Wrapper Bypass Register (WBY), and
Wrapper Boundary Register (WBR) are also included. The
WBY register provides a bypass path for Wrapper Serial
In (WSI)- Wrapper Serial Out (WSO) terminals. The WIR
register enables various wrapper operations, and the WBR
register is used to transfer the test patterns and collect mul-
tiple responses. Additional control registers such as WRCK,
captured, ShiftDR, UpdateDR, and WRSTN trigger various
register-level events.

3 THREAT MODEL
We now detail our proposed threat model, our assumptions
concerning the 3DIC design, the adversary capabilities, and
discuss the possible attacks in this Section.

3.1 System Configuration
We assume that the individual layers in the 3DIC design
are obtained from various IP vendors and organized in
different layers at the design house. The separate layers
of the design are manufactured at other foundries and
then integrated. The individual layers are tested before
integration. The integrated 3DIC chip is then tested being
sent to the field. We assume that only the provisioning
process is secure. We assume that the testing facility is
untrusted; thus, the ATE could be compromised. We also
assume that the interaction between the TREE Module and
the IC vendor happens via a secure cloud interface using
the Ethernet controller. We assume that the TREE Layer is
manufactured and tested under trusted settings. Thus, the
Ethernet controller is considered fully functional during the
integration stage. This assumption is consistent with other
Zero Trust solutions in literature [30], [31] that assume the
presence of a secure cloud interface. To counter the existing
threats in the supply chain, we assume that the individual
IPs contain some security countermeasures. We assume that
the IPs are locked and that the 3DIC design uses IEEE1838
test wrapper and the individual IPs contain the IEEE1500
test architecture for testing and debugging purposes in our
proposed threat model.

Some complexity in the TREEHOUSE architecture stems
from our goal to make the integration compatible with
IEEE1838 standard, which precludes certain optimizations
and enforces constraints on wrapper designs. Nevertheless,
we feel that adherence with the standard is critical since it
provides flexibility in integrating TREEHOUSE on a variety
of 3DIC systems with minimal custom engineering. Further-
more, our results show that this does not result in significant
cost of area of power.

3.2 Foundry-based Threat Model
The adversary at the foundry can access the layout-level
representation of the design. In the case of a 3DIC system,
the adversary could either have access to a single-layer,
single IP on a layer, or the complete design. We assume
that the attacker can perform structural analysis, apply
input patterns of their choice and observe the outputs for
analyzing design intent extracting design secrets, thus com-
promising the integrity of the original design. The attacker
can also replace individual IPs or layers with counterfeit
or pirated components. In the foundry-based threat model,
we assume that the attacker has access to the layout-level

representation of one or more design layers. The attacker
can then reverse-engineer the layout-level representation to
infer the design intent, extract design secrets, or perform
malicious modifications to compromise the original design’s
integrity. The foundry-level attacker has unrestricted access
to the entire design, including the internal state elements
that are not observable otherwise. However, the layout-
level abstraction limits the attackers’ ability to successfully
reverse complex circuits or circuits with inbuilt counter-
measures. Additionally, the attacker is also restricted by
the design layers fabricated at the foundry. For example,
a foundry-level attacker with access to only one layer of a
multi-layer 3DIC is limited to performing RE attacks only
on that layer.

3.3 Testing Facility-based Threat Model
An adversary at the testing facility has access to the com-
plete design but in a black-box fashion. The adversary’s
access is limited by the ability to control/observe only the
design’s input/output (functional and scan) ports. Despite
the limited access to the internal structure of the design,
the attacker in an untrusted testing facility can leak design
secrets such as unlocking keys challenge-response pairs
used for authentication. The attacker in the testing facility
has complete access to the scan chain of the manufactured
design. The attacker can apply specially crafted input pat-
terns to infer design secrets. Additionally, the attacker can
also leak the unlocking keys to unlock the design during
testing.

3.4 Collusion-based Threat Model
In the collusion attack, we assume that the adversary in the
testing facility and the foundry work in tandem by sharing
information obtained at each stage to compromise the de-
sign. For example, the attacker in the untrusted foundry
could leak the information regarding the location of the
critical gates, which the attacker in the untrusted testing
facility could then use to craft targeted structural attacks
or oracle-guided attacks to recover the unlocking key.

The attacker in the untrusted foundry could utilize the
layout-level access to the design and leak the structural
information of the design to the attacker in the testing
facility. This would enable the attacker in the testing facility
to carry out attacks such as key sensitization attacks [32]
or structural attacks [33] to recover the unlocking for the
corresponding design.

The orthogonal attacker capabilities and the collision-
based threat model provide a unique challenge for securing
the 3DIC design. Traditional solutions that prevent counter-
feiting, such as PUFs, work for the foundry-based attacks
but do not scale for the testing facility and the collusion
attacks. However, techniques like scan-locking [34], [35]
prevent unauthorized scan access but do not prevent coun-
terfeiting attacks. Thus, there is a need for a comprehensive
trust assurance solution that simultaneously averts the three
attacks described above.

4 TREEHOUSE ARCHITECTURE
In this Section, we outline the various components of the
TREEHOUSE framework. TREEHOUSE consists of a TREE
module that helps the designer securely provision the HSM
across the HSCs in various IPs. The security wrapper mod-
ule allows the TREE module to interact with the HSCs for
performing security operations. Finally, the scan protection
module helps protect the design during the various testing
phases (pre-bond, post-bond, and post-packaging). We now
describe the architecture of these modules in detail.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: (a) The architecture of a the TREE Module with different functional units for performing Scan protection, and HSM
data management. (b) The architecture of Scan Protection Logic within Layer. The Test Inputs pins are used to feed the
Mode Enable Vectors in the TREE MODE FSM. The TREE MODE FSM enables the appropriate modes in the IP based on
these vectors.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5: (a) The various state elements of the TREE MODE FSM interacting with an IP containing two HSCs. The application
of the appropriate Mode Select Vectors causes the TREE MODE FSM to transition to the appropriate stage and enable
the corresponding operation. (b) The architecture of Scan Protect Logic within an IP. The Scan Authentication and Scan
Unlocking mechanisms are highlighted.

4.1 Trust Enforcing Entity

The Trust Enforcing Entity (TREE) module is a lightweight
microcontroller in the trusted layer. The TREE module con-
sists of a RISCV core, a memory module for storing the HSM
data, and dedicated controllers for enforcing the security
policies concerning various HSCs. In this implementation,
the 3DIC shown in Figure 1(a) contains a locked IP, an IP
with a PUF, and an IP that is both Logic locked and has a wa-
termark. The TREE module thus contains a Policy controller
module to help unlock and authenticate the various IPs. The
TREE module also includes a Scan Protection module to
help unlock and authenticate the test modules. Figure 4(a)
shows the TREE module’s architecture. The HSM data is
stored in an encrypted format to prevent unwarranted data
leakage. The HSM data is decrypted before being transmit-
ted to the corresponding layer. The TREE Module contains
dedicated IPs for managing the various HSC protocols. The

TREE Module contains a Key Management Units for Test
and Functional Unlocking. These units store the Unlocking
Keys, and other associated metadata such as nature of the
unlocking protocol (Sequential or Combinational), nature
of data transfer (burst or word) etc. The Authentication
Control Unit comprises of a control element and Content
Accessible Memory that stores the challenge vectors corre-
sponding to each IP and the Scan Logic, and their golden
responses in an encrypted format. The PCM module also
contains a comparison logic for verifying the validity of
the generated response. The Key Management Unit stores
the encrypted keys for each IP. We implement a content
accessible memory (CAM) structure within the unlocking
module. The ID of each IP/Layer is used as the index and
the corresponding unlocking key vectors are provided as
the response. The Ethernet Controller is used to establish
a secure communication channel between the design house
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and the TREE Module. To ensure that the TREE Module is
not tampered with during the integration process, the TREE
Module contains a in-built fingerprint such as PUF that can
be verified by the design house during the provisioning
process.

4.2 Security Wrapper
We augment each IP in the untrusted layer with a modified
test wrapper. The security wrapper aims to facilitate a) a
secure testing process and b) help the TREE module commu-
nicate with the various HSCs present in the 3DIC. The secu-
rity wrapper helps the TREE module communicate with the
various IPs agnostic to the underlying security protocol. The
security wrapper consists of a Finite State Machine called
the TREE MODE FSM. The Security wrapper also contains
additional registers for enabling authentication and other se-
curity operations. Figure 5(a) shows the various components
of the Security Wrapper. The Security Wrapper communi-
cates with the TREE MODE FSM to enable various security
operations. The Security Wrapper also contains dedicated
storage buffer for storing the HSM data such as unlocking
keys, challenge-vectors and the responses. We modify The
IEEE 1500 wrapper by adding an extra input port called the
TREE_MODE_RESET. The TREE_MODE_RESET along with
the WRSTN signal is used to enable different modes as
follows:

TREE_MODE_RESET=0,WRSTN=0: Functional Mode.
TREE_MODE_RESET=0,WRSTN=1: Test Mode.
TREE_MODE_RESET=1,WRSTN=1: At Speed Test
Mode.
TREE_MODE_RESET=1,WRSTN=0: TREE Mode.

The various security operations, such as Scan Authenticate,
Scan Unlock, and other IP-level security protocols, are per-
formed in TREE Mode. Figure 5(a) shows the various stages
in the TREE MODE FSM. Once in TREE mode, the different
security protocols can be enabled by applying specialized
input vectors known as the Mode Enable vectors that cause
state transitions in the TREE MODE FSM. We ensure no
overlap between the input vectors for each security opera-
tion to ensure seamless state transition.

4.3 Scan Protection Module
As mentioned in Section 1, the distributed nature of the
3DIC supply chain involves multiple testing phases such as
pre-bond (layer-level), post-bond (pre-packaging), and post-
packaging. The Scan Protection Module helps ensure the
overall design’s security across the testing phases. The Scan
Protection Module consists of the following components, a
Scan Authentication Module, and a Scan Unlock Module.

The role of the authentication module is to perform
device registration and authentication for detecting coun-
terfeiting attacks. The signature produced by the authenti-
cation module has to achieve two objectives i) a) produce a
unique response that can be used for device authentication,
b) provide a cryptographic collision-resistant signature that
can be used as the device encryption key. We specify the
latter condition to prevent tampering attacks during the
pre-bond testing. If an attacker tampers with the design
during the pre-bond testing process, it would compromise
the ScanPUF signature and thus cause the generated key to
be incorrect. Thus the metadata transferred from the design
house such as test patterns and the HSM data cannot be
decrypted. This renders the device untestable and unusable.
Since, existing watermark techniques only satisfy the first
objective but not the second. Thus a watermark cannot
be used to authenticate the device. Our implementation of

TREEHOUSE uses the boundary-scan PUF implementations
from [36] to implement a low-cost, low-overhead authen-
tication mechanism. The PUF uses the path delays of the
boundary scan elements as the entropy source. During the
enrollment process, the path delays of the ICs are measured
and recorded. The location of the scan flip flops serves
as the challenge, while the delay between two transitions
during successive scan operations serves as the response.
TREEHOUSE prevents unauthorized access in test/debug
mode by obfuscating the scan chain.

The Locking module restricts unauthorized access to
the scan chain using a scan-lock mechanism. Figure 5(b)
shows an example implementation of TREEHOUSE on a
single layer of a 3DIC design. The authentication and lock-
ing elements are integrated into the individual IP blocks
and communicate with the control logic. The control logic
communicates with the Clock generation logic to produce
the control signals necessary for authentication. We use
the implementation from [34] to restrict access to the scan
chain. Scan lock contains a key expansion module that
takes in the debug key provided by the TREE module
and unlocks/locks the various debug registers during the
testing and debug phases. The test ports are not enabled
by default. The unlocking protocol requires the application
of an unlocking key sequence, i.e., multiple correct keys
over several test cycles during the test initiation process,
for enabling the debug/scan output registers.

5 TREEHOUSE PROVISIONING AND TEST PROTO-
COL

We now detail the various steps involved in the provision-
ing and test phases of the 3DIC. We describe the interac-
tion between the components of TREEHOUSE during the
provisioning and test phases. We first illustrate the various
operations during the layer-level (pre-bond) test phase and
then the steps during the post-bond and post-packaging test
phases.

5.1 Pre-bond (Layer-level) Testing
During the pre-bond testing, the test process focuses on
testing the integrity of the TSVs and limited testing of
the functional IPs in the layer/die. This process, known as
Known Good Die testing [24], is used to increase the overall
yield of the 3DIC design by eliminating non-functional
layers/dies. In the TREEHOUSE implementation, the scan
protection modules help the design house protect the in-
tegrity of the 3DIC during this phase. Figure 6(a) shows
the interaction between the design house, security wrapper,
and the IPs during the layer-level testing process. During
the layer-level testing, the design house first unlocks the
scan ports to enable the testing process. This is achieved by
setting the Mode bits to TREE Mode (step 2) and applying
the Mode enable vectors for enabling Test Unlocking Mode
(line 3). Once the Unlocking mode is enabled, the test
unlocking key patterns for each IP is applied (line 4-5). A
counter in the IPs counts the number of key bits checked
during this phase. A count of M indicates that M N -bit
correct keys have been applied. The counter’s output is used
to enable the ‘AND’ gate connected to the scan-out port of
the IP. The value of the scan-out port will be zero until the
counter reaches a specified value indicated by the number
of key sequences. A test vector containing the incorrect
key or an incorrect number of mismatches does not allow
any scan output and thus prevents valuable information
from being leaked. Once the scan ports are unlocked, the
design house performs Scan Authentication (Steps 6-9). The
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6: (a) The interaction between the design house and the security wrapper during layer-level (pre-bond) testing. (b) The
interaction between the design house, the TREE Module, and the security wrapper during post-bond and post-packaging
phases.

design house then ensures that the IP is in authentication
mode by applying the appropriate mode enable vectors,
which would cause the TREE MODE FSM to transition to
Test Authentication mode (Step 6). Once the PUF mode
is enabled, the challenge vectors are applied for each IP
(Step 7-8). The transition delays in select flops are observed,
and the signature is generated using Equation 1. Thus, the
location of the scan flops also forms a part of the input
challenges.

Sigi =

{
0 if tchallenge > tinterval
1 otherwise

(1)

Once the Scan Authentication is complete, the TREE MODE
FSM is set to TEST mode by setting the TREE_MODE_RESET
and the WRSTN pins to the appropriate values. The design
house then applies the test mode enable vectors and obtains
the corresponding responses for layer-level testing (Steps
10-11). The design house uses the response obtained from
the layers to create a composite device signature which is
then used for encrypting the metadata such as Mode Enable
Vectors, HSM data, Test patterns and golden responses
which are then transferred to the TREE Layer for enabling
Post-bond and Post-packaging testing.

5.2 Provisioning

Figure 6(b) shows the interaction between the various ele-
ments of the TREEHOUSE framework and the 3DIC during
the provisioning and the post-bond and post-packaging test-
ing phases. Once the pre-bond testing is done, the different
layers are packaged at the integration facility. During this
phase, the TREE layer is also integrated into the design.
During the subsequent testing phases, the HSCs in each
IP need their corresponding HSM data. For example, the
locked IPs in layer three and layer one must be unlocked

before the test equipment can apply the test patterns. Sim-
ilarly, the IPs containing PUF and watermarks need to be
authenticated. Since the testing process includes multiple
phases (post-bond, post-packaging), the HSM data must be
applied several times. This process of providing the HSM
data for the HSCs to enable the security protocols such as
unlocking and authentication is known as provisioning. To
allow safe and secure provisioning, the design house trans-
fers the HSM data for each layer from the design house in
an encrypted fashion(Step 1-3). The design house encrypts
the HSM data of each IP using a composite signature gen-
erated using the response obtained from Scan PUF modules
before transferring it to the TREE module. This prevents
eavesdropping attacks and ensures that the designer can
securely transfer the HSM data from the design house to the
TREE module. Before the provisioning/test process begins,
the design house verifies if the TREE Module is authentic by
obtaining the response of the PUF from the TREE Module
(lines 1-2). If the response matches the golden response, the
design house then transfers the encrypted metadata to the
TREE Module for storage (lines 3-4).

5.3 Post-bond and Post-packaging Testing
To initiate the testing process, the design house sends the
key for decrypting the metadata for each layer and IP(line
5). The TREE Module then sets the TREE MODE FSM for
the corresponding layer to TREE Mode (Step 6). The TREE
Module then obtains the Decrypt Key for each layer from the
design house and decrypts the Mode Enable Vectors (Step
7). To enable Test unlocking, the corresponding mode select
vectors are applied (Step 8) followed by the application
of the decrypted Scan Unlock Keys (Step 9-10). Once the
Scan Unlocking process is complete, the TREE Module sets
the TREE MODE FSM to the Test Authentication Mode by
applying the corresponding Mode Select Vectors (Step 11-
12) and checks if the obtained signature matches the golden
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TABLE 2: The baseline Area, Gate Count and Power values
of the 3DIC design described in Figure 1(a).

Module Area
(sq.µm)

Gate
Count

(KGates)
Power
(mW)

FIR Accelerator
with PUF 187102.4 51.45 2.39

Locked GPS
Accelerator
with Watermark

584532.38 23.54 8.52

Locked AES 954700.25 410.37 13.09
Leon3mp
Processor 2221368.63 691.77 86.16
Total 3947703.66 1389.04 110.16

response obtained during the layer-level testing (Steps 13-
14). If the response matches, the HSM data is decrypted and
applied. For example, in the case of the Logic Locked Crypto
IP, the unlocking Keys are obtained from the Key Manage-
ment Unit and then decrypted (Step 15). The appropriate
Mode Select Vectors are applied before the decrypted HSM
data is applied to the IP (Steps 16-17). In the case of HSC
protocols like PUFs that produce a response, the response
is obtained and then compared with the golden signature
collected during the layer-level testing. Once the IPs are
unlocked/authenticated, the mode select vectors for testing
are applied to enable Test Mode along with setting the
TREE_MODE_RESET and WRSTN pins to the appropriate
values. If any of the security protocols in Steps 9, 13-14,
or Steps 18 fail then TREE Module disables access to that
corresponding layer until further audit can be performed.

6 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this Section, we detail the experimental setup used for
evaluating the TREEHOUSE mechanism. We describe the
various components used for constructing our 3DIC design,
the Synthesis configurations and the system setup used for
evaluating our experiments.

6.1 Hardware Setup
We describe the configuration of the various IPs used for our
3DIC design and the configuration of our TREE Module.

6.1.1 3DIC configuration
The baseline 3DIC configuration that we use for our analysis
is detailed in Table 2. We assume that the 3DIC design con-
sists of three layers. The layer-wise composition of the de-
sign is as follows: The bottom layer consists of the Leon3mp
Processor. The middle layer contains a logic locked GPS IP
with watermark and a FIR Module with a PUF. The top-
most layer consists of a crypto-IP (AES) that is logic locked.
The designs are sourced from the IWLS 2005 Benchmark
suite [37] and the mit-cep benchmark designs [38]. We
augment the IPs to integrate IEEE1500 wrapper function-
ality and the security wrapper interface for supporting the
authentication, scan and functional unlocking capabilities.
We also assume that the IPs are locked using the sequential
locking algorithm described in [39]. During the locking op-
eration, the alogrithm identifies 48 data path Flip-Flops and
inserts welve additional Flops to lock the circuit. The GPS
IP contains 66 unlocking key patterns applied over these
60 Unlocking Flops. For the AES IP, the locking algorithm
modifies 325 existing Flops and adds 27 additional Flops.
The Unlocking Key sequence contains 1334 input vectors
applied over these 352 Flops. For Watermark insertion,
we use the challenge-response based watermarking scheme
detailed in [40] and use the PUF reported in [41].

6.1.2 TREEHOUSE Configuration
The TREE unit was generated using a RISC-V microcon-
troller [42]. The SCR1 core is a lightweight 32-bit microcon-
troller containing five pipeline stages. The microcontroller
supports both AXI and AHB-bus protocols. In our imple-
mentation, we utilize the AHB interface. The core consists
of 16 Interrupt lines and a JTAG interface. The core is
augmented with additional memory maps, control regis-
ters, and peripheral features required to support the scan-
unlocking, authentication, device-unlocking operations. We
use a 128KB main memory module in the TREE layer. We
use 32 registers in the security wrapper to ensure seamless
key transfer. One of the registers is a Mode Register that can
be configured by the TREE MODE FSM to control the nature
of operation. The Mode Register also contains additional
bits that can be used to control the nature of key transfer
(burst-mode or serial mode) and the HSC mode (Authenti-
cation, Watermark verification,unlocking etc.). The remain-
ing 31 registers are used to transfer the Functional Unlock-
ing Keys, the challenge vectors for authentication. Our im-
plementation of TREEHOUSE uses the scan PUF architecture
proposed in [36]. For performing the scan authentication we
assume that the measurements are made over 32 iterations
across each Scan path over 8-phase shifted clock frequencies.
The responses obtained are then compared to produce a 128-
bit signature. The scan lock architecture from [34] is used for
Scan locking operation. The scan lock configuration that we
implement requires 16 32-bit unlocking test vectors each of
which produce a 16-bit response vector.

6.2 Synthesis Settings
The designs were synthesized using Synopsys Design Com-
piler version Version R-2020.09-SP5 for Linux64. We op-
timized the design for optimal area and delay by using
the set max delay and set max area constraints using the
gscl45nm freepdk library using the standard PVT settings
of (1.1V, 27◦C , and typical process corner). The time period
of the SoC was set at 10.43 ns to avoid timing violations.
The TREE Module was also synthesized with the same time
constratins. We did not observe any timing violations for the
TREE module when synthesized with the same time period.
For the power estimation, we use the Total power Values
reported by the synthesis tool. The IPs are then augmented
with the locking and authentication mechanisms and syn-
thesized to estimate the overhead results. Table 2 contains
the baseline area, gate-count, and power values for each
layer in the 3DIC design.

6.3 System Setup
We performed our synthesis and simulation runs on an 8-
core Intel Core i7 CPU running at 3GHz running Linux
kernel version 5.4.0-81-generic. To simulate the brute-force
attack on the Scan Unlocking Module we implemented a
random pattern generator in C. The random patterns were
then fed to the IP using a testbench setup written in Verilog.

7 RESULTS

In this Section, we evaluate the overheads of the
TREEHOUSE framework and the security guarantees.

7.1 Impact of TREEHOUSE on Area and Power
We first evaluate the hardware overheads of the various
components of the TREE Module shown in Figure 4(a). We
present the overall Area, Gate-count and Power overheads
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TABLE 3: The Layer-level Area, Gate Count and Power overheads incurred by the components of treelock for the 3DIC
design described in Figure 1(a).

Component Baseline with TREEHOUSE Percentage Overheads
Area

(sq.µm)
Gate

Count
(KGates)

Power
(mW)

Area
(sq.µm)

Gate
Count
(Gates)

Power
(mW)

Area
(sq.µm)

Gate Count
(KGates)

Power
(mW)

Locked GPS Accelerator
with Watermark,
Fir Module with PUF

597798.08 238.95 8.65 599105.17 239.13 8.66 0.22 0.07 0.15

Locked AES 954700.25 410.38 13.09 956007.34 410.55 13.10 0.13 0.04 0.10
Average 0.18 0.06 0.13

Fig. 7: Impact of TREEHOUSE on overall Area, Gate Count
and Power of the 3DIC design.

Fig. 8: Impact of increasing the state-elements in the TREE
MODE FSM on the Area.

in Figure 7. We also present the Layer-level Area, Gate-
count, and Power overheads in Table 3. The TREE Module
accounts for 166K Gates and consumes 67.32 mW of power
as shown in Table 4. We observe that the Modules for enforc-
ing security policies, such as Authentication Control Unit,
Key Management Unit, and Encryption Unit, account for
only 35% of the total power and 12% of the entire Area. We
also observe that the components of the TREEHOUSE frame-
work only incur negligible impact on the layer-level power,
Area, and gate count. We show that for the baseline archi-
tecture we consider, the TREEHOUSE framework incurs a
layer-level penalty of less than 1% on Area, power, and gate
count. We also present these values for each component in
an IP in Table 7.

From the Tables it can be observed that these three
modules incur negligible Area and power overheads com-
pared to the layer-level power consumption as well as
overall power consumption of the 3DIC. We now assess the
impact of the design choices for individual elements of the
TREEHOUSE framework.

TABLE 4: The baseline Area, Gate Count and Power values
for each component in the TREE Module described Fig-
ure 4(a).

Component Area
(sq.µm)

Gate
Count
(KGates)

Power
(mW)

Authentication
Control Unit 4816.42 1.24 0.46
Key
Management
Unit

25494.72 7.37 0.48

Memory Module 40463.98 11.29 2.93
Encryption Unit 97105.68 29.45 0.7
Ethernet Controller 187102.34 51.45 2.39
RISCV Core 201786.32 66.08 60.36
PUF 127.32 0.13 0.002
Total 556896.78 167.02 67.32

Fig. 9: The runtime overheads for various security protocols
in the Locked GPS IP with a watermark.

7.1.1 Impact of the TREE MODE FSM

The TREE MODE FSM is vital to ensure the overall safety
of the TREEHOUSE framework. The TREE MODE FSM
provides the TREE Module with a degree of control in
the whole testing and provisioning process and must be
designed accordingly. The TREE MODE FSM is designed
with two key objectives: a) to make it harder for the attacker
to access the HSC modules, b) to achieve maximum security
through non-overlapping Mode Enable Vectors. While a
large number of state elements provide the designer with
maximum security since the size of the Mode Enable Vec-
tors increases along with the probability of finding non-
overlapping sequences. A large FSM incurs penalties in
both time and Area. It is crucial to ensure that the TREE
MODE FSM does impact the testing process significantly.
A 128-state FSM, while being harder for the attacker to
compromise, incurs a significant delay penalty during the
provisioning and testing phases, thus becoming an im-
pediment for the designer. We evaluate the TREE Mode
Configurations for the Area overhead in Figure 8. We select
a 48-state FSM in our implementation since it offers the right
balance between security and overheads.
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TABLE 5: The area, gate count and Power values of each
component in the TREE MODE FSM and the Scan Protection
Modules.

Component Area
(Sq.µm)

Gate
Count
(Gates)

Power
(µW)

TREE
MODE FSM 320.32 32 2.18

Scan
Unlocking 405.04 72 5.37

Scan
Authentication 268.8 209 2.85

TABLE 6: The area, authentication time, and gate count
overheads for different configurations of the Scan Authenti-
cation Module for the GPS design.

No.of
Scan

Chains
FFS per

Scan Chain
Time For

Authentication
(ps)

Area
(Sq.µm)

Gate
Count
(Gates)

1 7351 207004.16 89.6 81
4 1838 12957.59 179.2 145

16 460 822.64 268.8 209
32 230 202.41 354.4 273

7.1.2 Impact of the Scan Authentication IP
We use the Scan PUF implementation from [36] in our
implementation. The Scan PUF module works by estimating
the delay difference in transition delays at select flops. We
estimate the impact of the number of Scan paths in a given
IP on the Authentication process. We consider the layer 2 IP
(locked GPS module with watermark). The baseline design
has 7351 Scan-Flops. We vary the number of Scan paths
in the design and observe the impact on Authentication
time, Area, and Gate Count. We consider a 128-bit response
size. We notice that a single Scan Flop design requires
significantly high Authentication time. This is because each
challenge vector has to be applied over the entire scan path.
Multiple Scan paths incur lesser overheads for authentica-
tion, but the Area overhead increases due to the additional
Logic required for comparing the delay differences obtained
for the target Flops over different paths. We present the
Area, Authentication Time, and Gate Count overheads in
Table 6.

7.2 Impact of TREEHOUSE on Timing
We quantify the overall time required for performing the
various steps of the TREEHOUSE algorithm in Figure 9 on
the logic-locked GPS IP with a watermark. We observe that
the Scan Authentication requires the most time. This is due
to the size of the signature (128-bits) and the number of Scan
chains (16). As mentioned earlier, varying the scan chains
would decrease the Authentication time but increase the
area and power overheads. For functional unlocking, a set
of 66-input patterns are applied over the 60 Unlocking Flip-
Flops to unlock the design. The watermark verification takes
only one clock cycle (4.5ps) since the watermark inserted is
a combinational logic and thus does not incur significant
overheads.

8 SECURITY ANALYSIS
The overall security of the TREEHOUSE framework is due
to the various modules interacting to ensure the security of
the 3DIC. Thus compromising any specific module would
not give the attacker a significant advantage. For example,
the attacker could deploy attacks [43], [44] against the Scan
Unlocking module to recover the keys. Such attacks require
the chip to be in test mode and employ combinational
locking, which is not the case in this scenario. Similarly,

TABLE 7: The area, gate count and power values for differ-
ent components of TREEHOUSE for a single layer (Locked
GPS with Watermark).

Component Area
(sq.µm)

Gate Count
(Gates)

Power
(µW)

Watermark 150.08 32 1.6
Scan

Unlock 405.04 72 5.37
Scan

Authentication 268.8 209 2.85

Functional
Unlock 120.02 12 2.3

TREE MODE FSM 480.48 48 2.18
Baseline design 584262.28 235398 85270.1

Total 585839.47 235621 85287.4

the attacker could employ reverse-engineering attacks to
recover the structure of the ScanPUF modules. However,
the attacker would still need to know the exact location of
the flops used for generating the authentication signature.
Thus the attacker can only employ brute-force attacks on
the TREEHOUSE framework. We now analyze the resilience
of TREEHOUSE against brute-force attacks.

TREEHOUSE has three components viz, the TREE Mod-
ule, the Scan Protection elements, and the TREE MODE
FSM operate in tandem to contribute to the overall secu-
rity of the design. We analyze the security of the overall
TREEHOUSE by characterizing the resistance of the pro-
posed architecture elements against counterfeiting attacks,
and key retrieval attacks.

8.1 Security of TREE MODE FSM and Scan Protection
Modules
The Security of the TREE MODE FSM and the Scan pro-
tection modules ensures the overall safety of the design
in both the pre-bond and post-bond testing phases. The
TREE MODE FSM and the Scan unlocking modules play
a vital role in the pre-bond testing phases. To compromise
the layer’s integrity in the pre-bond testing phase, the
attacker can perform one of three attacks: A brute-force key
recovery attack. A tampering attack to compromise the Scan
signature during the authentication phase. A counterfeiting
attack.

8.1.1 Brute-force key recovery attack
Since the attacker at the foundry does not know the Mode
Enable Vectors, the attacker can try to either guess the
Mode Enable Vectors or try a brute-force guessing attempt.
For a TREE MODE FSM containing α-state elements, the
Probability of a successful guess Pα is given by Equation 2.
The attacker would also need to guess the unlock key
sequence for the scan unlocking module. For a series of M
state elements and a sequence of N unlocking vectors, the
probability of a successful attack,Pβ , is given by Equation 3.

Palpha =
1

2α
(2)

Pbeta =
1

2M×N
(3)

The attacker could try to bypass the TREE MODE FSM and
attempt to unlock the Scan Unlock module. As shown in
Figure 4(b), the Scan Unlock Module receives inputs via the
Test ports, and thus the attacker could attempt to brute-
force the Scan Unlock module by feeding in random test
patterns. We simulate this scenario and present the results
of the brute-force attack on the GPS IP in Figure 10. We
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10: A brute force attack on the Scan unlocking Module of the GPS IP during the provisioning phase. The attacker tries
to write the unlocking key “0xbad1dea” into the scan unlocking register without enabling the scan unlocking mode in
(a). The data is not written into the register. In (b) the scan unlocking mode is enabled by applying the appropriate Mode
Enable Vectors to set the KL CTL and KL STS bits in the security wrapper and the unlocking key bits are written into the
scan unlock register.

use a random pattern generator implemented in C con-
nected to a testbench to mimic the attacker. The design
contains two bits in the security wrapper (KL CTL and
KL STS) for implementing the mode change. The GPS IP
has four security operations (Scan Authentication, Scan Un-
lock, Functional Unlock, and Watermarking). Each process
is triggered by setting the mode bits to their appropriate
states. The Scan unlocking mode is enabled by setting the
KL CTL and KL STS bits to 11. In Figure 10(a), the attacker
attempts to feed in the unlocking Key “0xbad1dea” to the
scan unlocking register in the security wrapper by applying
random mode enable vectors. The Scan unlocking mode is
not allowed; thus, the value in the scan unlocking register
(scan ul data in) remains unchanged. In Figure 10(b), the
data is written to the scan unlocking register by enabling the
Scan unlocking mode. Thus to successfully enact a brute-
force attack on the Scan unlocking module, the attacker
needs to guess the Mode Enable Vector and the unlocking
key sequence for the Scan Unlock module. Thus the total
probability of success Pbrute is given by the Equation 5.

Pbrute = Pα × Pβ (4)

Pbrute =
1

2α×M×N
(5)

Thus for a 48-state TREE MODE FSM, and a Scan unlocking
sequence of 16 patterns applied over 16-inputs, the overall
probability Pbrute comes to 1 in 212288, which is extremely
small.

8.2 Tampering Attack on ScanPUF Module
To effectively compromise the ScanPUF signature, the at-
tacker would need to know the exact Flip-Flops whose delay
is used to generate the response. Without prior knowledge
of the location, the attacker would resort to a brute-force

attack. For a design with F Scan Flops containing S signa-
ture flops split into P scan paths, each containing K Scan
Flops, the probability of an attacker tampering with the Scan
signature Ptamper is given by Equation 6.

Ptamper =
S

P×K
(6)

The GPS design contains 7315 Scan Flops with 16 Scan
paths and 32-target flops and thus has a success probability
of 0.0043. The attacker could try to tamper an entire scan
path to bias the signature. However, the attacker does not
know the challenge vectors and the responses to leverage
this information into a successful attack.

8.3 Counterfeiting Attack

The attacker in an untrusted foundry can counterfeit the
elements of the layer(s) they fabricate. To successfully do
so, The attacker would need to know the exact scan-flops
used for authentication and the shift-frequencies used for
producing the signatures. The attacker can also attempt to
replicate the signature of the Scan-PUF elements. However,
the attacker cannot capture the source of entropy. The at-
tacker must also ensure that delay variation is preserved
across the locations. In addition to the location of scan flops,
the attacker must also capture the test patterns used for
generating the response. Consider a design with D with F
scan flip-flops. Let TN be the number of input patterns ap-
plied over Tshift clock frequencies to generate a M− length
response vector. The effort the attacker requires to carry out
a successful attack Presponse is given by Equation 7.

Presponse =
1

2TN×Tshift
(7)
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8.4 Attack on the Functional Locking Module
The attacker could try to recover the Functional unlocking
key for an IP/Layer. To do so, the attacker would need to
guess the exact number of obfuscation flip-flops incorpo-
rated into the design and apply the correct input sequence
to unlock the obfuscation FSM. Consider a circuit with
N Flip-Flops of which Nobf are the obfuscation flip-flops.
Assuming a brute-force approach, the attacker’s effort is
enumerated by the Equation 8, where NCNobf

represents
the number of ways of selecting Nobf Flip-Flops out of a
given sequence of N Flops.

PKey =
1

NCNobf

(8)

Considering an obfuscation FSM of length Nobf with
K unlocking Key sequences, the number of tries required
by the attacker to successfully break the functional locking
scheme is given by Equation 9. Similar to the scan locking
scheme, even relatively small values of Nobf and K give a
very low probability of success for the attacker. For a ex-
ample, an obfuscation FSM containing 16 obfuscation Flops
with an unlocking sequence of length 16 would require 2256

tries by the attacker.

Psuccess =
1

2Nobf×K
(9)

9 SCALABILITY AND INTEROPERABILITY OF
TREEHOUSE
The need for energy-efficient designs is giving rise to custom
stacking techniques to minimize overall power consump-
tion, thermal effects, etc. Unlike the existing 3DIC security
solutions, TREEHOUSE is not tied to a given 3DIC architec-
ture. The TREE module developed for a particular archi-
tecture can be reused with little to no changes to another
technique such as intersposer-based design. In this Section,
we provide a short discussion on the interoperability of the
various components of TREEHOUSE.

We now study the interoperability of the
TREEHOUSE framework. Any security countermeasure
in the 3DIC ecosystem must be flexible. A security
countermeasure that is highly coupled to a specific design
technique or design component might not be an efficient
solution in the long run. Interoperability thus becomes an
interesting metric for analyzing a given countermeasure’s
efficiency. We study the interoperability of each component
in TREEHOUSE in detail.

9.1 Interoperability of the TREE Module
The current implementation of TREEHOUSE uses the scr1
RISC-V core. However, the TREEHOUSE protocol is both ISA
and architecture agnostic. Thus, the TREE module could be
implemented using any lightweight microcontroller as long
as the interface of the newer controller matches that of the
TREE module.

9.2 Interoperability of Scan Protection Modules
TREEHOUSE is agnostic to the underlying authentication
and locking protocols implemented. The architecture of
TREEHOUSE is quite flexible and can support various au-
thentication protocols and locking techniques operating at
the scan and functional abstractions.

Thus, we see that TREEHOUSE is not limited by the de-
sign components and the 3DIC architecture. TREEHOUSE is
also not affected by the changes in technology nodes and can
seamlessly scale to support both increases in the number of
layers and the number of IPs.

10 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The distributed, non-standard nature of the 3DIC supply-
chain has given rise to various attacks that threaten to
compromise the integrity of a 3DIC design thus motivating
the need for robust, secure 3DIC architectures. To that end,
we proposed TREEHOUSE a lightweight flexible 3DIC provi-
sioning architecture that can mitigate reverse-engineering,
and IP counterfeiting attacks originating at the untrusted
foundry and testing facilities. The latter threat model has
not been considered before during security analysis of 3DIC
systems. We showed the feasibility of such an attack as
well as a possible collusion-based attack. We discussed the
components of the TREEHOUSE framework along with the
provisioning process. We showed that TREEHOUSE does
not incur significant overheads, and analyze the security
guarantees of the TREEHOUSE framework. We show that
the proposed framework is robust, and can be seamlessly
integrated into any design with minimal effort.

In future work, we plan on improving the performance
of the TREEHOUSE by utilizing a hybrid implementation as
opposed to a centralized implementation (low-overheads
but is less secure) or distributed implementation (huge-
overheads but is more secure). We also plan on modifying
the TREEHOUSE implementation to integrate security con-
straints within a given thermal budget.
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